Numeracy
Arithmetic: Pupils will learn to calculate
using the four operations, including long
division, and fractions and percentages of
amounts – using estimation to check the
accuracy of their answers.
Number and place value: Pupils will learn
to order numbers up to a million and
decimals up to thousandths and also
examine and calculate negative numbers.
Statistics: Pupils will interpret and
construct pie charts using them to solve
problems. They will also calculate and
interpret the mean as an average.

Art
Warhol – Pop Art: Pupils will spend time
examining the origins and work of the pop
art movement before using close
observations to create four self-portraits of
themselves on bold colour backgrounds.
Pupils will also learn about Andy Warhol’s
life, work and legacy in the art world.

ICT
Coding: Pupils will learn how to create
computerised code which gives
instructions building in complexity.
They will also work together to find
and remove bugs in the code

Ark Franklin Curriculum Map
Autumn Term – Year 6
R.E
Hinduism and Christianity: Pupils will explore sacred
stories explaining the origins of religions, developing an
appreciation for different beliefs and values.

Science
Evolution and inheritance: Pupils will
learn about Charles Darwin, natural
selection and how animals and plants have
adapted to their environments
Cells: Pupils will learn about cells in plants
and animals and how they reproduce.

Music

Literacy

Ukulele: pupils will learn to a variety of new summertime
songs for the ukulele in preparation for their December
performance.

Biographies: Pupil will detail the life events
of a key individual, informing the reader of
their motivations key achievements and
legacy in their chosen field.

History
Victorians: Pupil will examine the pastimes of the
Victorians and how these differed between the rich and
the poor. They will also look at Victorian schooling and
consider what life would have been life in the workhouse
or as a child that had to have a job instead of receiving and
education.

PE (Thursday)

Spanish

Hockey

Sports and daily routines

Basketball

Outdoor Learning
Reconnecting with nature,
conservation and survival skills

Suspense stories: Pupils will aim to send a
shiver down the spine of their readers as
they create suspense filled fiction that
keeps you on the edge of your seat until
the very last paragraph!
Discussion texts: Pupils will learn to remain
impartial in a debate presenting both sides
of an argument and developing their ideas
to inform a reader before summarising
and reflecting on their own options
around the discussion.
Dialogue-led fiction: Pupils will use
correctly punctuated speech to move a
story forward succinctly describing actions
and emotions whilst talking.

